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                                        If firmer, smoother, tighter skin is something you’re interested in, then microneedling, as scary as it sounds, is the facial for you!

Microneedling… but is it as scary as it sounds?

With celebs like Jennifer Aniston and Kim Kardashian raving about it, this is one of the biggest facials on the market.

Microneedling works by gently wounding the skin surface to encourage the skin to heal itself and produce collagen and elastin and absorb up to 80% more products.

While having this treatment the skin will go pink and possibly have some blood spotting- which is completely normal and expected. The pinking will take a couple of hours to go down. We recommend not using any retinol or exfoliating products for a week before and at least five days after.

Your skin will feel a bit odd after the treatment- I’m not going to lie! It’ll feel quite tight, possibly oily and flakey. Sometimes you can get tiny little bumps – this is not uncomfortable in the slightest, it just feels a little tight. This will only be for around five days.

After the first 24 hours, you can apply simple makeup if you wish. It’s really important to only use a basic cleanser and moisturiser within this five-day period to prevent any sensitivity to the skin and make sure to use a high SPF to protect it from any sun damage.

Once the five day period is up, it’ll be the best feeling when you exfoliate your skin!!!

[image: Lady receiving microneedling treatment. Hands in purple gloves with microneedling equipment.]Within this time, if you feel your skin needs a little more hydration you can use a Bt titan Brightening sheet mask at home. This Soothing mask contains hyaluronic acid which helps to hydrate and licorice extracts to brighten. A mask will be used at the end of the microneedling treatment to take down any redness and to hydrate and soothe the skin straight after the treatment, but you can purchase one for home as well.

What makes our microneedling unique from others is it allows for highly controlled and precise treatment that is adapted to your exact skin needs and comfort. Unlike more invasive procedures, this quick treatment not only delivers marked results but it’s suitable for all skin types.

A course of three is recommended over the space of a few months then a maintenance session every six months or so.

These effective facials cost £210 a session or if you purchase a course of three it comes to £480 – that’s a huge saving of £150!!

See all of our facial treatments here.

The end results of these facials are fantastic and I’d highly recommend them if you are looking for a more youthful and fresh appearance. They’d work really well alongside our Dibi Milano skin care range, to two combined you’ll be guaranteed a change in your skin!
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                                        Unveiling the Ultimate Beauty Experience: Grand Opening of our New Salon Expansion on 6th April – 2 New Treatment Rooms, Manicure and Pedicure Area

Get ready for the grand opening of our expanded salon on the 6th April! We are thrilled to introduce two new treatment rooms, a luxurious manicure and pedicure area, and a range of exciting offers and treats that you won’t want to miss.

As we prepare to unveil our enhanced facilities, we are dedicated to providing our clients with a premium beauty experience that combines relaxation, rejuvenation, and indulgence. Here’s a glimpse of what awaits you at our grand opening event:

1. Two New Treatment Rooms: Step into our two new treatment rooms, where our skilled therapists will pamper you with a selection of rejuvenating treatments designed to enhance your natural beauty and well-being.

2. Manicure and Pedicure Area: Treat your hands and feet to a pampering session at our brand-new manicure and pedicure area leaving you feeling polished and glamorous.

3. Exciting Offers and Treats: To celebrate our grand opening, we are offering a range of exclusive deals and treats that you won’t be able to resist.

 

[image: Flyer advertisiong: Unveiling the Ultimate Beauty Experience: Grand Opening of our New Salon Expansion on 6th April - 2 New Treatment Rooms, Manicure and Pedicure Area]

 

Don’t miss this opportunity to be among the first to experience our new treatment rooms, manicure and pedicure area, and a host of exciting offers and treats. Mark your calendars for 6th April and treat yourself to a day of pampering and relaxation at our grand opening event.

Stay tuned for more details and updates on our grand opening event.

Follow us on social media for the latest news and announcements.

Get ready to embark on a beauty journey like no other on 6th April at our newly expanded salon.

See you there!
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                                        Skin tightening @ Idyllic. To have tighter, sculpted skin, isn’t that what we all want?! Well, we have the solution without having any surgery or scary needles!

In December 2021 we launched our most advanced skin technology, and we were not disappointed with the results! We introduced our wonderful KRF Radio Frequency Skin Tightening for the face and body. This fabulous machine works with energy waves in the deepest layers of the skin, called the dermis. The heat it produces stimulates the fibroblasts in the skin, leading to synthesis of new collagen and elastin which helps to firm, tone and tighten the skin.

This treatment can be performed on most parts of the body, including face, neck, legs, buttocks, and stomach. We have found it to be incredibly popular on the face and neck, with some truly incredible results.

This treatment is very relaxing, the heat is soothing and not uncomfortable in the slightest. We apply a conductive cream on to the area before we start the high frequency treatment. The therapist will work in small patches to get the skin in that area up to the desired temperature- between 40-42 degrees. This is the optimal temperature where your skin will start producing the collagen and elastin so it’s very important to get it to temperature before we move on. We check this with a thermometer which we will use throughout the treatment. This is a timed treatment where the machine will tell us when it’s time to move onto the next area.

For the best results we recommend having a course of treatments. For the face you need to have one a week for eight weeks, and for the body you need to have two a week for six weeks with about four days between each treatment. It’s like going to the gym, if you go once you’ll feel great, but you won’t notice much difference. But if you go consistently for a period of time, you’ll see great results. Once you have finished your course, we recommend having maintenance treatments, this can be from one a month to one every six weeks or so. Alongside having your treatments we’d recommend some homecare products that will work hand in hand with your treatment. It’s really important to look after yourself at home as well, so eating a balanced diet, drinking ample amounts of water, getting a decent amount of sleep and using the correct homecare products- doing these will accelerate your results and maintain them.

If you are having the face and neck KRF, it works incredibly well paired with a course of Lift Creator Facials by Dibi Milano. These incredible products are cosmeceutical which means they will change your skin by working deep down in the dermis. You can purchase these products in the salon by a trained professional. We have had so many positive results with both the Dibi Skincare and the KRF, we cannot recommend them enough!

We love this treatment, and so will you!!!

Read more about Skin Tightening @ Idyllic here
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                                        Mother’s Day is just around the corner, and what better way to show your appreciation for the special woman in your life than by treating her to a day of pampering and relaxation?

This March, indulge your Mum with one of our favourite spa treatments, a 90-minute Relaxing Full Body Massage, ending with a soothing Face and Scalp Massage, £120. Give your mum the pampering she truly deserves.

At our Beauty and Day Spa, we understand the importance of taking time to unwind and rejuvenate, especially for the ones who have given us so much love and care. We would also recommend our Dermalogica ProSkin 30 Facial, a personalized treatment that is designed to target specific skin concerns and leave your skin feeling refreshed and revitalized. Paired with our Idyllic Mini Manicure, which will leave your hands looking and feeling beautiful, this duo is the perfect way to spoil your Mum this Mother’s Day.

Book now to secure your spot and treat your Mum to a day of luxury and relaxation and celebrate Mother’s Day in March with our Pampering Treatments.

This Mother’s Day, show your Mum just how much she means to you with a pampering experience she won’t forget. Give the gift of relaxation and self-care with one of our recommended treatments or perhaps a Gift Voucher, and make this year’s celebration one to remember.

Book now and let us help you make this Mother’s Day truly special for the most important woman in your life.
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                                        💕 Treat Your Loved One This Valentine’s Day! 💕

Valentine’s Day is just around the corner, and what better way to celebrate than by treating your loved one (or yourself) to a luxurious spa experience? Show your appreciation and indulge in some well-deserved pampering with our exclusive Valentine’s Day offers.

 

💆 **Back Scrub and Hot Oil Back Massage – £60, 40 mins**

Treat your special someone to a revitalizing back scrub followed by a soothing hot oil back massage. This wholesome 40-minute treatment is the perfect way to unwind and show your love. Or, why not indulge in a little self-love and treat yourself to this rejuvenating experience?

 

💅 **Pre-Valentine’s Day Prep – £59, 60 mins**

Get ready for Valentine’s Day with a gel cut, file and polish for your hands, followed by a full body spray tan. This package is the perfect way to pamper yourself and make sure you look and feel your best for the special day. Plus, you’ll save £14 with this fantastic offer!

 

👀 **Flutter Your Eyes Package – £95**

Make your eyes sparkle this February with our exclusive package, including a LashUs lash lift, eyebrow tint, and shape. Whether you’re preparing for a romantic date night or a night out with friends, this package will leave you feeling fabulous. And with a saving of £13.50, it’s an offer not to be missed!

 

Don’t miss out on these incredible Valentine’s Day deals! Show your loved one how much you care or treat yourself to a little extra love and care this February. Book your appointment today and make this Valentine’s Day one to remember!

 

01483 277951

info@idyllicbeautyspa.co.uk
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                                        Eye-love extensions – Eyelash extensions. These are probably one of my most favourite treatments to do. I just love the before and after effects of them and how you can instantly see your client feel good about themselves- I find that so addictive and rewarding.

There are so many styles you can get these days, but I personally sway towards the more natural look, which you can get from having individual lash extensions.

We use the brand called Nouveau, their lashes and glue that we use are 100% synthetic and vegan, I love the fact there are no animal ingredients in these.

Lashes can take up to two hours for application, it’s not a quick job! And in all honesty, I think two hours should be how long it takes for a consultation, correct lash mapping and application followed by aftercare. Lash extensions can so easily be applied incorrectly which can cause damage, it’s so important to use a lash tech who has the knowledge to not damage your lashes.

There is a huge misconception that lash extensions damage lashes, well this is incorrect you’ll be happy to hear! Incorrect lash placement and incorrect aftercare are the reasons for damage, so it is super important to make sure you do your research into your lash techs and follow any aftercare that you’ll be given post treatment.

We will start with a little consultation to work out your desired look, we will talk you over what we’d recommend and what will happen throughout the treatment. You’ll basically have a little two hour lash nap and wake up with naturally, enhanced, sparkly eyes!!

Once we’ve discussed your chosen look, we will cleanse over the eyelashes to make sure they’re all clean with no makeup on – it is best if you arrive at your appointment with absolutely no makeup on your lashes as this can affect the retention. We will apply under eye pads to make sure your lower lashes are out of the way, then use a primer to take away any oil. While that is drying, we will work out what lashes we want to use and in what order to apply them, we do this by marking out on the under eye pads – this is called lash mapping. Once this is done will we start the lashing process, applying the correct lashes for each section we’ve mapped out. Sometimes we’ll need to use micro pore tape to tape up the upper lashes so we can get to the lower layer lashes, especially if you naturally have a lot of lashes. This will be removed once we have applied enough to those lashes, then we will gradually work our way through the remaining lashes. We aim to apply as many lashes as possible in the time that we have. It won’t be 100% coverage; this is because not every lash will be healthy enough to have a lash applied. What I mean by this, is you could have ‘baby’ lashes growing that won’t be mature enough for an extension or your natural lash could be damaged we wouldn’t apply onto a damaged lash. Once we are happy with the coverage, we will apply a sealant to help seal the adhesive which will help with the retention of your lashes. We’ll then remove the under eye pads and slowly ask you to open your eyes to reveal your beautifully enhanced lashes!! We’ll give you some aftercare and recommend a lash cleanser to keep your new lashes nice and clean and a serum to nourish your natural lashes while you have your extensions on.

 

[image: Close up of young lady left eye, nose and ear representing before eye-love eyelash extensions]Before
[image: Close up of young lady left eye, nose and ear representing after eye-love eyelash extensions]After
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is super important to keep your lashes clean, eye health should be your top priority if you are planning on having extensions long term. I would recommend cleaning your lashes 2-3 times a week and on the morning of the infill appointment.

Infills should be booked every 2-3 weeks to keep them looking full and fresh. Extensions are a commitment, but one you’ll be happy to stick to when you see how amazing they look!!

A Full Set is a 2 hour appointment and costs £95.

Read about Eyelash Extensions @ Idyllic here
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                                        Lash Lifts, the new trend that all the celebs are raving on about. So, what is the big deal with them?! Why are they the next big thing?!

In my personal opinion, I love a Lash Lift. It is the most low maintenance lash treatment if you’re looking for something to give your eyes a bit of sparkle without having the added pressure of coming back to the salon for infills every two to three weeks.

We start with a short consultation to find out what you’d like the outcome to be, whether you’d like it to be more dramatic or subtle and natural. I prefer a more natural look. Then the therapist will work out which is the best shield (the shield is the little silicone strip we place across the eyelid and adhere the lashes to). We also need to make sure the client has had a patch test for all 4 parts of the treatment at least 24 hours before, or the treatment can’t go ahead.

Once we’ve cleansed and prepped the eyes, we apply under eye pads to keep the lower lashes away so they don’t get caught up in the lift. We will then start with the shield placement across the eyelid, making sure we get it placed with such precision close to the lash line to prevent any gaps so when we use the adhesive to stick the lashes up and onto the top of the shield we minimise any product touching the eyelid and to maximise the lift.

Once the lashes are adhered to the shields, we apply the first part of the lifting solutions, making sure we get as close to the lash line as possible without touching it and leaving out the tips of the lashes to not over process them. This will stay on for 10-12 minutes, while this is on, you will be offered a lovely hand and arm massage.

The next step is removing the lifting solution, taking the under eye pads off and reapplying it under the lower lashes so when we apply the fixing solution and tint we don’t miss them out. We apply in a similar way but making sure the tips are covered this time, again leaving on the lashes for 10-12 minutes. Once this has developed we will need to thoroughly remove the mixture and then gently remove the shield and comb the lashes out. Once we are happy with the removal of the products you may open your eyes to reveal beautifully lifted lashes.

We will give you specific aftercare to not rub or touch your newly lifted lashes and to avoid any water contact for 48 hours. If this occurs, it can interfere with the lift and it may drop and not last. We recommend the lash and brow elixir to be used nightly, to help keep your lashes hydrated and conditioned. Using this product will help to prolong your lash lift, it can be used on your eyebrows to it’s great alongside an eyebrow tint and shape.

This treatment is perfect for anyone, and we highly recommend everyone to try it at least once. We love it, as I’m sure you will!

60 mins £75.

Read about Lash Lifts @ Idyllic here
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                                        New Year body treatments for a new you if you decide to take action!

It’s that time of year again… January – the most miserable month of the year! Well, for most people anyway. Do you think about what you can do to make this month better?!

We like to think of January as the perfect time to start making some changes. A new year is a fresh start, whether that be going to the gym, or trying to make healthier choices, we have some amazing treatments that go hand in hand with it.

If your aim is to drop a few of those Christmas pounds, then we have some fabulous body treatments that can help you with your journey.

Our Comfort Zone body treatments help with toning and cellulite. We recommend a course of these treatments to really feel the benefit. If you buy a course of 6 you get 1 FREE!

A course of KRF will help with body sculpting, reducing the appearance of cellulite and skin tone. This heating treatment is very soothing and none invasive. It works by heating the skin and tissue to around 40-42 degrees so the body naturally produced collagen and elastin. With the sweeping and gliding movements it help with draining. A course of 12 is recommended to get the most benefit and you’ll need to have two treatments a week. If you buy 10, you get 2 FREE! That’s a huge saving!

Of if getting hair free for summer if an aim, we have you covered for that to! Our top of the range Laser Hair Removal machine with built in cooling system, targets just the hairs, so this removal is fast acting and results are seen after just one session! A course of 8 is recommended and your treatments will need to be 6 weeks a part for the laser to be the most effective. If you buy a course of 8 you get 1 FREE!

Contact Idyllic Beauty Spa today or book your appointment online here.
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                                        Goodbye hairs! Laser hair removal is becoming hugely popular within the beauty industry – and so it should!! This hair removal treatment will save you from those dreaded monthly waxing appointments and save you money in the long run. With seeing results from the first treatment, what’s not to love!!

How many sessions do I need, I hear you ask…. Well eight sessions is the manufacturer’s recommendation every four to six weeks, depending on if you’re treating the face or body. Obviously everybody’s body is different, so you may need a couple of top up sessions down the line or depending on any big hormonal shifts ie- pregnancy or the menopause where dormant hairs are stimulated to grow. Or you may find that you literally have no hairs left after a few sessions! We’ve found most clients have noticed the biggest difference by sessions four to five, and almost every client has noticed a reduction after the first session.

How does it work?! We use the leading Italian Laser Hair Removal technology with the highest performance results even in the most difficult situations. It has a triple wavelength diode laser that works at depths reaching all the hairs, even those that are more difficult to reach. This laser is so unique because it only targets the hair, and not skin which means it’s not as uncomfortable as old school lasers. We also have a built-in cooling system which is incredibly soothing during the treatment.

The preparation for laser is quite simple, make sure you start shaving (not wax or hair removal creams) 4-6 weeks before and at least twenty four to forty eight hours before your first session. It is super important to make sure you are clean shaven for your laser sessions, so make sure you use a nice new razor. Avoid sun exposure if possible, luckily with the Epildream Laser we can still laser over tanned skin, we have a separate setting for this which means there is no worry if you have a holiday planned. Obviously within reason, we couldn’t laser over burnt skin, it’s recommended to wait at least two weeks post holiday and three days prior to sun exposure. If you are on any medication, like antibiotics, we’d need to know as these can affect the sensitivity of the skin- also, no essential oils for forty eight hours prior.

Post laser you may feel your skin feels a little sensitive, which is completely normal. Your hair follicles may be pink and risen, which is a good sign- it means they’ve been zapped! We’d recommend purchasing the APG soothing cream to help with any sensitivity. It’s also really beneficial if you suffer from razor rash to apply after shaving. It takes between 10 and 21 days for the hair to fall out, so try to avoid picking or pulling them. No heat treatments or vigorous exercise are advised for 24 hours after. We’d also recommend our APG Renewal Cream in between treatments. This cream is perfect if you suffer with ingrown hairs. It mildly exfoliates and hydrates the skin for a really effective treatment. It’s the perfect addition to your homecare routine. It’s super important to stop using the cream three days prior to your laser and three days post treatment.

Prices vary depending on what area you choose to treat, we have huge savings if you purchase a package.

If this is something you’re keen to do, contact the salon to get booked in for a consultation and patch test– we can’t wait to help you become hair free for 2024!!
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                                            Want perfect skin…. then you need a Skin Analyser!                                        
                                    

                                                                    
                                        
                                             

                                        
                                    

                                

                                                                                                
                                                                    
                                        I’m really struggling with my skin, nothing feels right no matter what I put on it….. does this sound like you? Then we have the solution for your skincare needs!

Book in for our Dibi Milano Skin Analyser to get to the root of your issues. Our highly trained Beauty Therapists can assist you in correcting the problems you have with your skin by a thorough analysis that looks deep down into the layers of the skin.

How does this work? Well, this high-tech machine captures high resolution frontal, right and left face photos under standardised conditions. It offers a wide range of skin analysis options which include- sensitive, redness, spots, wrinkles, pores, hyperpigmentation, deeper pigmentation, and acne.

Special features include- 5 Spectra, 5-7 years of skin prediction, 15 intelligent image modes, expert diagnosis results, quick photo diagnosis and prediction of skin symptoms.

This high-quality analyser has helped so many people already, men and women!

Book this for just £45, which is redeemable on the purchase of at least 3 Dibi Milano products or a course of Dibi Facials.

With the correct homecare routine and course of facials, you are guaranteed to some amazing results!

This analyser is exclusive to Idyllic in Cranleigh, there is no other in the area with the high-tech spec.

The reviews speak for themselves!

‘I booked in to have the Skin Analyser because I was struggling with my skin coming out of summer and into the colder months. The Analyser was so straight forward, my therapist placed my face in the machine, she explained to close my eyes and to expect 5 flashes of light. The whole process only took a few minutes, but I was so shocked at what the Analyser had picked up! I knew I had some sun damage on my skin, but seeing the damage in the pictures has really opened my eyes to how important sun protection it. Needless to say, I have been using the Dibi products for a month now and I am so surprised at what a difference they’ve made to my skin! I’m looking forward to coming back and having another analysis to see how different my skin looks after a few months of using the products. What I love most about the products is how silky they feel on my skin and the instant fresh face I have. These products have changed my skincare for the better and I won’t be going back to my shop bought ones any time soon!’.

We promise you won’t regret it! Say hello to your new skin!

Contact Idyllic Beauty Spa today.
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            OUR NEW BOOKING SYSTEM WITH PHOREST SALON SOFTWARE
            	                    [image: OUR NEW BOOKING SYSTEM WITH PHOREST SALON SOFTWARE IS NOW LIVE!  Please visit our website www.idyllicbeautyspa.co.uk to book on-line, you will have to re-register as the system will class you as a new client.  ALL APPOINTMENTS/COURSES/GIFT VOUCHERS ETC HAVE AUTOMATICALLY BEEN MOVED ONTO OUR NEW SYSTEM SO PLEASE DON'T WORRY!]
        
    



    
        
            Our newsletter with important information was sent
            	                    [image: Our newsletter with important information was sent out at 4.45pm this afternoon and contains details about:  🌟 Our salon closure this week. 🌟  Our opening info for this Saturday the 6th.  🌟  Details on our new booking software system, which means re registering online, etc. 🌟  Our April offers.  If you didn't receive it, please check your spam and then send us a dm with your email address, and we will forward it on!]
        
    



    
        
            Set your reminders for this Saturday!!

Come along
            	                    [image: Set your reminders for this Saturday!!  Come along to the exciting opening of our expansion this Saturday 6th April at 9am for the ribbon cutting!!  If you are unable to join us in person, then please do join us on a live stream on Instagram!  Only a couple more days to go until we can share what's been going on!!  #idyllicbeautydayspa #cranleigh #surreysalon #grandopening #comejoinus #awardwinningsalon]
        
    



    
        
            Indulge in a luxurious experience at our beauty an
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Indulge in a luxurious experience at our beauty and day spa, where from Saturday the 6th of April, when we re-open, we will be offering a touch of elegance with Bolney Wine Estate English Sparkling, Wine and Gin. Enhance your relaxation with a glass of exquisite wine or a refreshing G&T, available to purchase alongside all our treatments!  Elevate your visit with a touch of sophistication and treat yourself to a pampering session that delights all the senses and immerse yourself in a world of beauty and luxury.  #bolneywine #sussexvineyeard #wine #englighsparkling #ginandtonic #idyllicexperience #girlsdayout #cranleighdayspa #awardwinning #ultimateexperience #idyllic #cranleighbeautysalon]
        
    



    
        
            The FINAL sneak peek before the grand opening this
            	                    [image: The FINAL sneak peek before the grand opening this Saturday the 6th of April.  The newest, most luxurious Beauty and Day Spa in Cranleigh will be open from next Saturday.  We are hugely excited to share we will not only be offering the most up to date treatments in a large space with 5 treatment rooms, a luxury nail lounge and a relaxation room BUT we can now share our alcohol license means you will be able to purchase the stunning @bolneyestate English Sparkling, White and Rose Wine and Gin & Tonic!!!!  What's better than having your nails done whilst sipping on a glass of Fizz or crisp Rose!   Join us at 9am next Saturday for the grand reveal and ribbon cutting!!!!! Or on our Instagram Live if you can't attend in person.  #medispa #naillounge #beautytreats #spatreatments #cranleighdayspa #surreydayspa #idyllicbeautyanddayspa]
        
    



    
        
            !!SALON CLOSURE!! 

This is just a reminder that t
            	                    [image: !!SALON CLOSURE!!   This is just a reminder that today is our last day that we will be open before closing for a week before our grand expansion on the 𝟔𝐭𝐡 𝐨𝐟 𝐀𝐩𝐫𝐢𝐥.  If you would like to book any appointments either pop into the salon or give us a call on 01483 277951 and we will be able to assist you.   We look forward to seeing you all on the 𝟔𝐭𝐡 𝐨𝐟 𝐀𝐩𝐫𝐢𝐥 for our amazing expansion reveal!!!  #newsalon #idyllicbeautyspa #beautyspa #salonexpantion #grandexpantion #relax #cantwait #cranleighdayspa #cranleigh #idyllic #medispa #luxurynailsalon #beautysalon #tranquil]
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													[image: London & South East England Prestige Awards Winner logo.]													
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							Serene surroundings for relaxation & pampering – Idyllic Beauty Spa, Cranleigh, Surrey.
						

				

					

		

				
			
						
				
			
            Newsletter Signup


        		

				

				
				
							Sign up to receive our latest news and details of special offers.
						

				

				
				
					



				

				

					

		

				
			
						
				
			
            Contact
Tel:01483 277951
Email: info@idyllicbeautyspa.co.uk
Address: 3 Kent House 75 High Street Cranleigh Surrey, GU6 8AU
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			Idyllic Shopping
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							Our full shopping experience will be coming to the Idyllic website soon but in the meantime we have made arrangements with Dermalogica to supply our customers direct.

Simply visit their website via the link below to browse their product range. Your purchases will be shipped to you directly by Dermalogica.
						

				

				
				
					
			
						
						 Proceed To Dermalogica
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                    Thank you!
                    Your subscription has been confirmed.
                    You'll hear from us soon.
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